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SalesForce.com Data

Overview of Loading Data from SalesForce.com

SalesForce.com is an “easy-to-use Web-

that streamlines customer relationship management and boosts customer satisfaction.”  Many orga
SalesForce.com to manage a large part of their business and, as a result, most will have several QlikView applications 

that will rely on SalesForce.com data for analysis.  
SalesForce.com, but a large subset of data will be common among most applications and the organizations that will 

rely on them.   
 

 

 
 

In order to keep these applications updated, a process would need to be implemented to ensure data is updated as 

needed.  A standard methodology to do this would be to configure each application to connect to SalesForce.com 
directly, as in the image below. 
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Scenario I: 

Each application is then setup within QlikView Publisher to reload on schedule.  In this example, this 
Publisher to make five separate connections to SalesForce.com, one for each application that is reloading.  Assuming 

each application needs to download 25 tables from SalesForce.com, each single reload process will make 125 
connections to SalesForce.com (5 apps * 25 tables).  If the intent is to reload these applications every hour, than the 

number of connections to SalesForce.com per day increases to 3120 daily calls (5 apps * 25 tables * 24 hours).  This 

method has several drawbacks: 
 

• SalesForce.com has a limited number of allowable API calls per day, depending on the organizations license 
agreement.  The more connections made through Publisher, the more risk of running out of API calls 

needed to reload the applications.

• There is a potential risk of multiple applications attempting to access the same table(s) within 
SalesForce.com at the same time and therefore one, or all, not getting all the data downloaded properly.

• Some SalesForce.com tables can grow extremely large and are very time 

load these same tables multiple times can cause large delays in processing and synchronization of data 
within applications. 

 
Although each application can be scripted to connect directly to SalesForce.com, this is not a re

In order to reload the QlikView applications that utilize SalesForce.com, it is suggested to make a single connection 

to SalesForce.com for each table required, download the necessary data to QVD files, and then reload applications 
using these QVD files. This is beneficial because it minimizes the number of connections made to the SalesForce.com 

data source over the internet.  It also makes the reloads of the applications much faster as they now use the 
optimized QVD load as opposed to each individual application connecting to SalesForce.com independently and 

downloading the same data.   
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Each application is then setup within QlikView Publisher to reload on schedule.  In this example, this 
Publisher to make five separate connections to SalesForce.com, one for each application that is reloading.  Assuming 

each application needs to download 25 tables from SalesForce.com, each single reload process will make 125 
esForce.com (5 apps * 25 tables).  If the intent is to reload these applications every hour, than the 

number of connections to SalesForce.com per day increases to 3120 daily calls (5 apps * 25 tables * 24 hours).  This 

orce.com has a limited number of allowable API calls per day, depending on the organizations license 
agreement.  The more connections made through Publisher, the more risk of running out of API calls 

needed to reload the applications. 

risk of multiple applications attempting to access the same table(s) within 
SalesForce.com at the same time and therefore one, or all, not getting all the data downloaded properly.

Some SalesForce.com tables can grow extremely large and are very time consuming to load.  Attempting to 
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Each application is then setup within QlikView Publisher to reload on schedule.  In this example, this would require 
Publisher to make five separate connections to SalesForce.com, one for each application that is reloading.  Assuming 

each application needs to download 25 tables from SalesForce.com, each single reload process will make 125 
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data source over the internet.  It also makes the reloads of the applications much faster as they now use the 
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Scenario II: 

In this manner, five separate QlikView applications can be created to break out the set of the 25 needed tables.  
These applications can be scheduled to run simultaneously and download all 25 tables and save them to QVD files.  

Once the QVD files are created, the applications that require this data can then be scripted to reload off these files 
and scheduled through Publisher as needed.  U

be reduced to 624 per day (5 apps * 5 tables * 24 hours).
 

Additionally, it is not recommended to do a full data load of SalesForce.com to QVD multiple times a day.  To do this 
can take a large amount of time and download a very large amount of data over the course of a day.  Since all the 

data is downloaded initially, and all that is necessary afterwards are the changes made to the data over the course of 
time, a mechanism to handle incremental loads of SalesForce.com data is a more efficient process.  This handles 

loading just a subset of SalesForce.com data that has changed and combining it with data that ha

making the download and storage of the QVD
 

To improve reload time even further, an organization may also want to stagger the timeframes to when certain 
tables are reloaded out of SalesForce.com.  There may be some tables that are rarely updated and, hence, may only 

require downloading every 3 or 6 hours, 
can be scheduled to be loaded more frequently such as every hour.
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In this manner, five separate QlikView applications can be created to break out the set of the 25 needed tables.  
be scheduled to run simultaneously and download all 25 tables and save them to QVD files.  

Once the QVD files are created, the applications that require this data can then be scripted to reload off these files 
and scheduled through Publisher as needed.  Using this methodology, the number of calls to SalesForce.com would 

be reduced to 624 per day (5 apps * 5 tables * 24 hours). 

Additionally, it is not recommended to do a full data load of SalesForce.com to QVD multiple times a day.  To do this 
arge amount of time and download a very large amount of data over the course of a day.  Since all the 

data is downloaded initially, and all that is necessary afterwards are the changes made to the data over the course of 
ntal loads of SalesForce.com data is a more efficient process.  This handles 

loading just a subset of SalesForce.com data that has changed and combining it with data that ha

of the QVDs faster as well. 

ove reload time even further, an organization may also want to stagger the timeframes to when certain 
tables are reloaded out of SalesForce.com.  There may be some tables that are rarely updated and, hence, may only 

require downloading every 3 or 6 hours, as opposed to every hour.  Other tables that are updated more frequently 
can be scheduled to be loaded more frequently such as every hour. 

 
In this manner, five separate QlikView applications can be created to break out the set of the 25 needed tables.  

be scheduled to run simultaneously and download all 25 tables and save them to QVD files.  

Once the QVD files are created, the applications that require this data can then be scripted to reload off these files 
sing this methodology, the number of calls to SalesForce.com would 

Additionally, it is not recommended to do a full data load of SalesForce.com to QVD multiple times a day.  To do this 
arge amount of time and download a very large amount of data over the course of a day.  Since all the 

data is downloaded initially, and all that is necessary afterwards are the changes made to the data over the course of 
ntal loads of SalesForce.com data is a more efficient process.  This handles 

loading just a subset of SalesForce.com data that has changed and combining it with data that has not changed, 

ove reload time even further, an organization may also want to stagger the timeframes to when certain 
tables are reloaded out of SalesForce.com.  There may be some tables that are rarely updated and, hence, may only 

as opposed to every hour.  Other tables that are updated more frequently 
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Connecting to SalesForce.com 

In order to extract data from SalesForce.com to use within a QlikView application, a connection must be made 

through SalesForce.com’s Web Service API.  To do this, QlikView provides an OEM Connector that will communicate 
through this API and allow a user to extract the necessary data from SalesForce.com.   

 
To download the connector, please visit http://www.qlikview.com/download.  The download of the connector is 

available for customers and partners only.  If you are a prospect, please contact your sales responsible.  
 

Once there, you can select the “QlikView SalesForce Connector” product: 
 

   
 

The WS (Workstation) version is recommended for most users.  This allows for a simple installation of the driver to a 
machine and the creation of the proper ODBC client connection to SalesForce.com.  If there is a need for a 

Client/Server installation, the CLI/SRV versions can also be used.  These will provide the same functionality as the 
Workstation version, but will require a bit more configuration and management of Windows services as well. 

 
Once downloaded, run the setup.exe and follow the onscreen installer.  Once the Connector is installed, you will see 

a new folder in the QlikView Program Group: 
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Open the ODBC Administrator and ensure you have an appropriate ODBC connection established to SalesForce.com.  

It should look similar to the below screenshot, but the connection name could be different. 
 

  
 

Once the ODBC connection is created, you are ready to use the connection to SalesForce.com from within a QlikView 
application.  To use the new connection, just select the ODBC data source from the Script Editor. 

 

  
 

Be aware that the SalesForce Connector is only available as a 32-bit driver.  If you are running a 64-bit QlikView 
application you will need to force QlikView to use the 32-bit connection by selecting the “Force 32 Bit” check box.  

Select the connection from the ODBC list and enter your user credentials.   

 

  
 
For this connection, the credentials are the user ID that will connect to SalesForce.com and the Password is the 

combination of the user ID’s password and SalesForce.com security token associated with the ID.  For more 
information on the security token, please reference http://www.salesforce.com.  
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Extracting Data from SalesForce.com 

Once the connection to SalesForce.com is established, there are several different methods that can be used to 

extract data from through the Connector, each of which has its benefits and reasons for use. 
 

Source Table Management 

SalesForce.com has an extensive amount of tables in the database.  There will not be a need to extract all of these 

tables.  In order to cleanly manage the extraction process, maintaining the necessary table list will be easiest using a 
single file to list the tables required and any additional data needed.  

 

As an example, QlikTech manages a Source System Tables.xlsx file that manages the list of all tables 

required to extract out of SalesForce.com, as well as the process by which to extract the files.  The 

format of this file is as follows: 
 

Table Thread Date Regen 

Account 2 SM 

 AccountTeamMember 2 SM 

 Campaign 1 SM 

 CampaignMember 1 SM 

 CampaignMemberStatus 2 SM 

 Case 2 SM 

 CaseHistory 2 CD 

 ContentVersion 2 SM E 

Event 3 SM 

 Lead 3 SM 

 Opportunity 3 SM F 

RevenueForecast 6 SM F 

 

The table list can then be loaded into a QlikView script as follows: 
 

Tables: 

LOAD RowNo() as Index, 

[Table], 

Thread, 

Date, 

Regen 

FROM [$(vMetaPath)Source System Tables.xlsx] (ooxml, embedded labels, table is 

Salesforce) Where Thread = $(vThread);  

 

The information in this spreadsheet maintains the following information: 

 
Table:  The table name to extract from SalesForce.com. 

Thread: If you are creating a multi-threaded process for data extraction, this indicates which thread to use. 
Date: This is a code to reference either the SystemModstamp or CreatedDate field of the table. 

Regen:  Flag a table to always be fully reloaded (F) or use explicit fields for extraction (E). 
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Full Data Extract 

The full reload process is independent of any date filters.  This process simply makes a connection to SalesForce.com 
and does a full SQL Select on the table(s) requested.  It then downloads all the data within these tables and stores 

them to individual QVD files.  These QVD files can then be used as a starting point for the incremental load process. 

 
ODBC CONNECT32 TO Salesforce (XUserId is <uid>, XPassword is <pwdtoken>);  

 
if vRegen='F' then  

  

$(vTable): 

SQL SELECT * 

FROM Salesforce."$(vTable)";  

 

Store $(vTable) into $(vQVDPath$(vTable).qvd; 

 

There may also be times when it is necessary to regenerate a QVD from scratch as well.  This could be due to a 
corruption in the QVD, new fields added to the table, or fields/records deleted from the table that require a full 

reload sequence.  This code can be used to perform that process as well. 

 

Incremental Load Process 

In order to decrease the reload time of data extracted from SalesForce.com, an incremental process for downloading 
data should be created.  This process uses the dates from SalesForce.com as well as the runtime of the reload 

process to generate a delta set of data to merge with existing data already downloaded from SalesForce.com.  Since 
existing data within SalesForce.com can be modified at any time, and the changed data is not just new data 

generated after a certain point in time, the script needs to take modified data into account as well as all new data.  
 

The incremental load is a multi-step process.  The process is repeated for every table that needs to be downloaded 
from SalesForce.com.  Here the sample script is broken down into a step-by-step description.   

 
Set the current time of the reload process.  This value will determine the upper level timestamp to download data.  

Since all data in SalesForce.com uses a UTC timestamp, a variable is set to use the UTC() formula to denote the 
current time of the reload process.  This variable is then used throughout the reload process as the upper level 
timestamp.  The variable is set as follows: 
  

LET vQVDPath = 'SFDCQvd\';  // Set QVD storage Directory  

LET vUTC = UTC(); 

LET vExecTime = replace(timestamp(vUTC, 'YYYY-MM-DDXhh:mm:ssZ'), 'X', 'T');  

 

// SalesForce.com uses a timestamp format of ‘YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ssZ’, hence the 

need for the replace statement here. 

 
*NOTE*:  This timestamp is only set once within each QVW application, and is not reset for each table downloaded. 

 
Determine the last timestamp of data from the previous load.  This is done by loading the current QVD file into 

memory and determining the maximum of the SystemModstamp and setting this to a variable.  In some cases, 
such as history tables, there is no SystemModstamp so the CreatedDate is used instead. 

 
SET vLastExecTime = 0; // resetting vLastExecTime 

 

// As long as a QVD already exists (the isnull() check), find the latest 
timestamp for modified records.  This will be used to generate the delta set. 

if vDate='CD' then 
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LoadTime: 

Load Max(CreatedDate) as LastModifiedDate 

From $(vQVDPath)$(vTable).qvd (qvd); 

 

Else 

 

LoadTime: 

Load Max(SystemModstamp) as LastModifiedDate 

From $(vQVDPath)$(vTable).qvd (qvd); 

 

End if 

 

Let vLastExecTime = timestamp(peek('LastModifiedDate',0,'LoadTime'),'YYYY-MM-DD 

hh:mm:ss'); 

 

Drop Table LoadTime;  

 
Download the new and modified data from SalesForce.com.  This is accomplished by making a proper connection to 

SalesForce.com and downloading data from each individual table where the SystemModstamp (or CreatedDate) 
is greater than the established vLastExecTime for the reload process. 

 
// Download the delta set from SalesForce.com 

$(vTable): 

SQL SELECT * 

FROM Salesforce."$(vTable)" 

WHERE $(vCompDate) >='$(vLastExecTime)';  

 

Once the delta set is downloaded, the QVD that was created from the previous load is then loaded into the 
application.  A WHERE EXISTS clause is used to concatenate data from the current QVD to the delta set that was 

downloaded.  If the Id of the delta set exists within the QVD, the assumption is that the data in the delta set is the 
relevant data and so any data within the QVD that matches the unique identifier in the delta set is not loaded.  All 

additional data is concatenated to the delta set table.   

 
Concatenate ($(vTable)) 

LOAD * 

FROM $(vQVDPath)$(vTable).qvd (qvd) 

WHERE Not(Exists (Id)); 

  

As long as the new table is not empty, the table is then stored to a QVD file to be used for reloading of all other 
applications that require the SalesForce.com data.  This new QVD will also be the source of data  in Step 4 for the 

next incremental reload scheduled task. 

 
//If there are updated records in the table, store to QVD. 

If NoOfRows('$(vTable)') >0 then  

 

Store $(vTable) INTO $(vQVDPath)$(vTable).qvd; 

 

End if 

  

Explicit Fields Load Process 

The OEM Connector to SalesForce.com allows for the extraction of data using a simple “Select * From” SQL 

statement.  However, there may be times when it is necessary to extract only specific fields from tables within 
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SalesForce.com.  In these cases, this can be done through a standard SQL Select <fields> statement and managed 

within the QlikView application. 
 

However, there may be a need to manage these explicit field names outside of a QlikView script.  This may be 
because the same script is used for multiple purposes, field names change frequently, or maybe it is only a 

temporary process to implement.  In this case, we can add script to the code to generate the proper SQL statement 
automatically using an Excel (or other data file) to store the field names required. 

 

The Source System Tables.xlsx file above contains a sheet named the same as the required table with 

the explicit fields required.  Additionally, there is a column to define which fields to skip in the process as 

necessary. 
 

Field Skip 

Id, 

 RecordTypeId, 

 IsLatest, Y 

VersionNumber, Y 

Title, 

 Description, 

  
Incorporating these field definitions into script, we can dynamically build the proper SQL command to 

extract just those fields required. 
 

// Concatenate the Load script of field names 

[$(vTable)Fields]: 

LOAD  

Field,  

Skip 

FROM 

[$(vMetaPath)Source System Tables.xlsx] 

(ooxml, embedded labels, table is $(vTable)) Where Skip <> 'Y'; 

 

// Create Load Sequence 

Let vRows = NoOfRows('$(vTable)Fields'); 
Set vLoad = 'SQL Select '; 

 

For r = 0 to $(vRows)-1 

 

Let vField = peek('Field',$(r),'$(vTableFields)'); 

Set vLoad= $(vLoad)$(vField); 

 

Next 

 

// Load the table from Salesforce. 

$(vTable): 

$(vLoad) 

From Salesforce."$(vTable)"; 

 

Drop Table [$(vTable)Fields];  
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Record Deletion Process 

Up till this point, we’ve only discussed the extraction of new or modified records from SalesForce.com using an 
incremental load process. However, this process does not account for deleted records that are already stored in the 

pre-existing QVD.  In order to account for the removal of data from SalesForce.com in the QVD generation, code 
needs to be implemented to only store data that exists within SalesForce.com. 

 

Because the process of deleting records can extend the timeframe to extract the data from SalesForce.com, it is 
recommended that, if possible, this process not be run on every reload.  In the sample script below, the code is only 

executed twice a day to remove deleted records.  This can, of course, be managed to run differently per different 
tables as per the needs of your organization. 

 
// Only keep Live data.  Remove deleted records from the QVD 

// Only perform this step at the noon and midnight reload tasks (twice daily). 

 

if vHour=00 or vHour=12 then 

 

// Get list of live Ids in the system 

$(vTable)_Ids: 

Load 

Id as LiveId 

; 

SQL SELECT Id 

From Salesforce."$(vTable)"; 

 

Right Join ($(vTable)) 

Load 

LiveId as Id 

Resident $(vTable)_Ids; 

 

Drop Table $(vTable)_Ids;  

  

The script above loads all the active IDs for each table in SalesForce.com that the process is extracting after the 
latest QVD is generated.  Once we have all the active IDs in the system, we then do a right join against the 

downloaded dataset to only keep the records associated with the active IDs in the system.  Anything that is not in 

the Active list is removed from the QVD.  
 

Multi-Threading the Process 

As mentioned, it is also possible to break up the process into multiple threads to minimize the execution time of the 

data extraction.  This can be done by utilizing a thread variable and passing a parameter through to the Publisher 
task to determine the thread to process.  

 
By modifying the script to only load tables per each thread, and then managing publisher to run multiple QlikView 

scripts simultaneously, a multi-threaded process can be implemented.  Additionally, by incorporating the Excel file to 
manage the table names and thread configuration, we have the ability to add new threads as necessary as well as 

rearrange which tables process together should any tables get too large to manage with other large tables. 
 

For more information on multi-threading a QlikView application through Publisher, please refer to the White Paper:  
How QlikTech uses QlikView – Source Documents and Deployments available in the Content section of 

SalesForce.com. 
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Sample SalesForce.com Load Script: 

By combining all the processes above, we can create a single, Publisher task driven QVD generation script that will 
load all the necessary tables from SalesForce.com and maintain data as up to date as necessary. 

LET vQVDPath = 'SFDCQvd\';  // Set QVD storage Directory 

Let vMetaPath = '..\metaData\'; 

 

SET vLastExecTime = timestamp(0); // resetting vLastExecTime 

LET vUTC = UTC(); 

Let vHour=hour(reloadtime()); 

 

//Load the Tables per the thread to process 

Tables: 

LOAD  

RowNo() as Index, 

[Table], 

Thread, 

Date, 

Regen 

FROM [$(vMetaPath)Source System Tables.xlsx] (ooxml, embedded labels, table is 

Salesforce) Where Thread = $(vThread); 

 

Let vNumTables = peek('Index',-1,'Tables'); 

 

For t = 0 to $(vNumTables)-1 

 

Let vTable = peek('Table',$(t),'Tables'); 

Let vDate = peek('Date',$(t),'Tables'); 

Let vRegen = peek('Regen',$(t),'Tables'); 

 

Let vLastExecTime = timestamp(0); // resetting vLastExecTime 

Let vCompDate = if(vDate='CD','CreatedDate','SystemModstamp'); 

 

// Connect to Salesforce 

ODBC CONNECT32 TO Salesforce (XUserId is <uid>, XPassword is <pwdtoken>);  

 

// Check if the table has been generated before 

if not(isnull(QVDCreateTime('$(vQVDPath)$(vTable).qvd'))) then 

 

// Check to see if we are doing a full regeneration  

if vRegen='F' then 

 

$(vTable): 

SQL SELECT * 

FROM Salesforce."$(vTable)"; 

 

ELSEIF vRegen='E' then 

 

// Concatenate the Load script of field names 

[$(vTable)Fields]: 

LOAD  

Field,  

Skip 

FROM [$(vMetaPath)Source System Tables.xlsx]  
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(ooxml, embedded labels, table is $(vTable)) Where Skip <> 'Y'; 

// Create Load Sequence 

Let vRows = NoOfRows('$(vTable)Fields'); 

Set vLoad = 'SQL Select '; 

 

For r = 0 to $(vRows)-1 

 

Let vField = peek('Field',$(r),'$(vTableFields)'); 

Set vLoad= $(vLoad)$(vField); 

 

Next 

 

// Load the table from Salesforce. 

$(vTable): 

$(vLoad) 

From Salesforce."$(vTable)"; 

 

Drop Table [$(vTable)Fields]; 

 
Else // Load incremental data set 

     

if vDate='CD' then 

 

LoadTime: 

Load Max(CreatedDate) as LastModifiedDate 

From $(vQVDPath)$(vTable).qvd (qvd); 

 

Else 

 

LoadTime: 

Load Max(SystemModstamp) as LastModifiedDate 

From $(vQVDPath)$(vTable).qvd (qvd); 

 

End if 

 

Let vLastExecTime = 

timestamp(peek('LastModifiedDate',0,'LoadTime'), 'YYYY-MM-DD 

hh:mm:ss'); 

 

Drop Table LoadTime; 

 

// Download the delta set from SalesForce.com 

$(vTable): 

SQL SELECT * 

FROM Salesforce."$(vTable)" 

WHERE $(vCompDate) >='$(vLastExecTime)' 

    

Concatenate ($(vTable)) 

LOAD * 

FROM $(vQVDPath)$(vTable).qvd (qvd) 

WHERE Not(Exists (Id)); 

 

// Only keep Live data.  Remove deleted records from the QVD 

if vHour=00 or vHour=12 then 

 

// Get list of live Ids in the system 

$(vTable)_Ids: 
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Load 

Id as LiveId 

; 

SQL SELECT Id 

From Salesforce."$(vTable)"; 

 

Right Join ($(vTable)) 

Load 

LiveId as Id 

Resident $(vTable)_Ids; 

 

Drop Table $(vTable)_Ids; 

 

End If 

 

End If 

 

Else // If QVD does not exist, then the table is generated in full 

  

if vRegen='E' then 

 

// Concatenate the Load script of field names 

[$(vTable)Fields]: 

LOAD  

Field,  

Skip 

FROM [$(vMetaPath)Source System Tables.xlsx](ooxml, embedded 

labels, table is $(vTable)) Where Skip <> 'Y'; 

 

// Create Load Sequence 

Let vRows = NoOfRows('$(vTable)Fields'); 

Set vLoad = 'SQL Select '; 

 

For r = 0 to $(vRows)-1 

 

Let vField = peek('Field',$(r),'$(vTableFields)'); 

Set vLoad= $(vLoad)$(vField); 

 

Next 

 

// Load the table from Salesforce. 

$(vTable): 

$(vLoad) 

From Salesforce."$(vTable)"; 

 

Drop Table [$(vTable)Fields]; 

 

Else 

 

$(vTable): 

SQL SELECT * 

FROM Salesforce."$(vTable)"; 

 

End If 

 

End If 
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// Disconnect ODBC Connection 

Disconnect; 

 

//If there are updated records in the table, store to QVD. 

If NoOfRows('$(vTable)') >0 then  

 

Store $(vTable) INTO $(vQVDPath)$(vTable).qvd; 

 

End if 

 

Drop Table $(vTable); 

next t  
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QlikView Applications and SalesForce.com 

Embedding a QlikView application in SalesForce.com 

Up till know, we’ve focused on how to manage the extraction of data to use within a QlikView application.  We will 

now shift the focus a bit to go over some options to use when showcasing the newly designed QlikView applications 
within SalesForce.com.   

It is possible to embed a QlikView application within an iFrame as a tab in SalesForce.com.  By embedding an 

application, users can access their live AccessPoint documents without having to navigate outside of SalesForce.com.  
However, it is important to note that an embedded application is not restricted to any of the security identified within 

SalesForce.com, but rather is dependent on the security as defined within the QlikView application on AccessPoint. 

To embed an application is a simple process.  From the Setup screen in SalesForce.com, select Pages from the 

Develop section: 

   

Provide a Name and Label for the new Page that is being created and then provide the appropriate URL in the 
VisualForce Markup editor.  An example is below: 

<apex:page > 

<iframe height="1000px" width="1500px" id="<PageName>" name="<PageLabel>" 

src="http://<AccessPointServer>/QvAJAXZfc/opendoc.htm?document=<application.qvw>&host=

AccessPoint%20Documents"></iframe> 

</apex:page> 
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Additionally, a user can also add standard HTML code to the page to display additional information as necessary, 

such as the original location of the application, owner, contact information, etc.  Once the page is saved, it then 
needs to be enabled as a Tab within SalesForce.com.  To do this, within the Setup screen again, choose the 

Create…Tabs option.  Choose the page created in the previous step, and fill in the appropriate labels. 

       

Save the tab.  This should now be accessible to end users as follows: 

 

Again, it is important to note that this application is accessed through SalesForce.com but is hosted on the local 
AccessPoint.  All the processing, security and data resides on the QlikView AccessPoint, not SalesForce.com: 

 

  
 

 
To allow for the security permissions to be passed through from SalesForce.com to the AccessPoint, a custom 

Directory Service Provider (DSP) would need to be implemented.   

AccessPoint
SalesForce.com

QlikView 

Application
iFrame of QlikView 

Application
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Implementing a Directory Service Provider (DSP) with SalesForce.com 

The implementation of a DSP between QlikView and SalesForce.com will provide a QlikView Server user the ability to 

be authenticated and unified with a SalesForce.com account.  QlikView has provided information on how to create a 
custom DSP to authenticate users between a local Active Directory setup and SalesForce.com   

The initial problem was that, originally, Active Directory authentication was being used but the user credentials were 

stored in SalesForce.com.  Because of this, functionality was needed which took the login information from 
SalesForce.com and imported it the AD for each user.  By doing so, this would allow a single sign on between the 

AccessPoint and SalesForce.com.  In order to resolve this, a login page was created and implemented in conjunction 
with a DSP which would then resolve the credentials in SalesForce.com and also properly set up the user for 

Publisher so they would not have to constantly keep authenticating between the two separate applications. 

For more detailed information related to the custom DSP for use with SalesForce.com, as well as implementation 

documentation, please refer to the QlikViewCustomDSPdirections.docx document available in the Content section of 
SalesForce.com. 
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How QlikTech loads SalesForce.com Data - Summary 

In this section, we will provide an overview of how QlikTech has setup the process of updating our internal 

applications that utilize SalesForce.com data.  The methods and timings documented here are specific to the data 
required for our implementation and may not correlate to the data and timing need of other organizations.  This is 

provided as an overview of the process and for use as a guideline. 
 

QlikTech has several applications that require data from SalesForce.com for analysis.  After much work, it was 
determined that all these applications require many of the same tables.  Rather than have each developer build their 

own script and process to load data from SalesForce.com, it was determined that a centralized process for the 
Organization was a better practice.   

 

Initially, a single application was built to download the data from SalesForce.com.  This application made a single 
connection to SalesForce.com and downloaded each table that was required for all applications.  The application was 

configured to download the required 26 tables needed from SalesForce.com.  Because this was a single threaded 
approach, and only one table could be downloaded at a time, this process took nearly three hours to complete.  This 

is due to the fact that several tables are extremely large and took a very long time to download all the data.  All told, 
the data required to download exceeded 310MB.   

 
Additionally, as the Organization has grown, so did the usage of SalesForce.com and the data needs for QlikView 

applications.  Over time, we have gone from requiring 26 tables to relying on 80 tables within SalesForce.com.  This 
many tables and data, it became unfeasible to reload these tables in full every time.  With this method, we could not 

comfortably reload our internal applications in a timely manner.   
 

To get better performance of the reload process, we initially broke this out into four threads, each downloading a 
subset of the required tables but still downloading the full data set each time.  By spreading the process out into four 

applications, we were able to reduce the timeframe of a reload to approximately 1hr. 30mins, allowing a reload of 
internal applications approximately every two hours.  However, in both these cases, as the use of SalesForce.com 

increases, so will the time for the full reload of data since the amount of data that will be downloaded will continue to 
grow.  

 

By implementing the documented incremental data load process, QlikTech was able to cut the reload time down to 
less than 5 minutes, allowing for a very frequent reloading of internal applications; anywhere from 30 minutes to an 

hour refresh of data, depending on needs and scheduling.   
 

Additionally, because the incremental load process is only downloading data that has changed from the last process 
time (within the last hour in this case), the download process time should not increase as dramatically, even as the 

use of SalesForce.com increases, because the data being downloaded is only new and/or modified data within the 
timeframe. 

 
 

 
 


